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Are Bonds No Longer a Good Hedge for Stocks?
The first six months of 2022 were challenging
for investors, even those with diversified
portfolios of stocks and bonds.
Indeed, one of the most significant ‘issues’ with
2022’s market drawdown has been the
atypically tight correlation between stocks and
bonds. Consider that in the first six months, an
investor with an all-equity portfolio likely
performed in-line with someone invested in a
60% stock/40% bond portfolio.1 In the first four
months of the new year, long-term U.S.
Treasury bonds were off -18% while the stock
market dipped into bear market territory. That’s
not supposed to happen.
One of the key benefits of a balanced asset
allocation of stocks and bonds is to limit
downside volatility during sharp equity market
pullbacks, and so far in 2022, bonds have failed
to deliver. The breakdown in this relationship
between stocks and bonds has some investors
wondering if bonds are no longer a reliable
hedge for stocks.
But I don’t see the first six months of 2022 as an
indication for how the relationship between
stocks and bonds will play out moving forward.
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Investors should also recognize that throughout
history, there have been several periods –
sometimes long ones – where bonds and stocks
were positively correlated. Those periods also
happened to be ones where there was high
inflation uncertainty, i.e., the 1970s and 1980s.
For most of history, however, bonds have been
effective at mitigating equity market risk, and
they have also helped portfolios generate
positive returns during periods when equities
sold off sharply. During the past 20 years, for
instance, there has been a consistently negative
correlation between stocks and bonds, with
basically the only exception being 2013’s “taper
tantrum” when both declined in lockstep.2
As readers can see in the table below, longduration U.S. Treasury bonds have held up
remarkably well – and almost always delivered
positive performance – during the biggest equity
market drawdowns. 2022 is arguably the
exception, not the rule.
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anticipated rising rates, and with the Fed likely
remaining hawkish for the rest of the year, we
have decided to keep duration on the shorter end
while focusing on higher credit quality bonds.
This type of active management is needed, in
my view, to navigate the changing market
environment but also to ensure a fixed income
allocation is serving its purpose.
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+28.5%

Bottom Line for Investors
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-29.6%
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-29.3%
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The first six months of 2022 were a rocky
stretch, no matter how investors were
positioned. Seeing stocks and bonds move in
lockstep downward was a break from what
we’ve experienced in the last two decades, when
the two asset classes were consistently negative
in correlation.
Looking ahead, it is possible that a positive
correlation between stocks and bonds could
persist in a high inflation regime, which I think
argues for the type of active management in
fixed income we do here at Zacks Investment
Management.

Source: Morningstar, UBS3
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Some have argued that an inflation rate of 2.5%
is the point at which stocks and bonds flip in
correlation from positive to negative or vice
versa. During high inflation regimes, bonds
suffer as coupon payments become less valuable
and as investors demand higher yields, and
stocks suffer from lower expected growth rates
and cost pressures. High inflation can thus hurt
both asset classes.
Expectations for higher-than-average inflation
does not mean it’s time to abandon bonds in an
investment portfolio, however. The fixed
income portion of a portfolio can still serve the
purpose of generating cash flows and mitigating
equity volatility risk, especially when the bonds
in a portfolio are actively managed as we do
here at Zacks Investment Management.
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For the past couple of years, we have held a
fairly cautious stance on fixed income as we
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IN FOCUS THIS WEEK

• Rise in electricity prices
• Wages and spending up in the
U.S.
• Growth within the private
sector
• EU countries prepare for the
future of natural gas

Hotter Temperatures, Higher Air
Conditioning Bills
It’s the summer season, which almost certainly
means a heat wave is heading your way
sometime in the next couple of months. What
many readers may not know is that a higher air
conditioning bill is likely coming, too. In the
U.S., electricity prices rose 12% over the past
year, and signs point to even more increases
ahead. One of the key drivers behind higher
prices for A/C this summer is the war in
Ukraine, which has sent natural gas prices
soaring. About 40% of electricity generation in
the U.S. comes from natural gas. According to a
study by the National Energy Assistance
Directors Association, the average American
family can expect $540 in electric bills between
June and August, which marks an increase of
$90 from just a year ago. That’s a slightly
higher than 15% increase in a year’s time,
which also comes at a time when just about
every other good and service costs more.1
Wages and Spending are Up in the U.S.,
But There’s a Catch
A historically tight labor market may offer some
respite to higher electricity bills and higher
prices at the pump and the grocery store. Just
about any American who wants a job can find
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one, and wages have also been on the rise. In the
last year, wages have grown at a year-over-year
pace of 4% each month. But it’s also true that
over the same period, inflation has exceeded 4%
in each month – meaning that there has not been
a month with “real” year-over-year wage
growth. The same catch applies to consumer
spending – Americans are doling out more for
goods and services in the economy,
but
they are
July 20,
2022
consuming less than they did a year ago. Again,
the culprit here is inflation. In a more recent
example, gas prices are up 60% but sales at gas
stations are up 50%, signaling that Americans
are driving less. There has been one exception
in the spending category, however – restaurants.
Spending in June at restaurants is up 14%, but
prices were only up 8%.2
The Private Sector Has Now Recovered
All Jobs Lost in the Pandemic
The saving grace of the U.S. economy has
arguably been – and continues to be – the jobs
market. The private sector in particular has seen
impressive and sustained growth in
employment. Now, just over two years
following the pandemic, all of the 21 million
jobs that were lost have been recovered. The
biggest growth within the private sector has
been in transportation and warehousing jobs,
which is directly tied to consumers shifting
purchases to goods online. The same goes for
manufacturing, construction, and retail, all of
which have benefited from the shift in spending
from services to goods.3
Europe Worries That Russia is Poised to
Cut Off Natural Gas
European countries are getting nervous. This
week, the Nord Stream pipeline that carries gas
from Russia to Germany closed for annual
maintenance, but Germany and other European
countries are worried that Russia won’t turn it
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back on once the maintenance is complete. Such
a move by Russia would deal a major blow to
European economies, which rely heavily on
Russian gas that arrives via Nord Stream.
Should Russia decide to pump less natural gas
or turn off the pipeline permanently, it could
have cascading consequences across the EU.
Natural gas is used in German factories to make
raw materials, plastics, and other chemicals
critical to its manufacturing infrastructure. EU
leaders and in particular German leaders are
preparing for this possibility. Plans are being put
in place to prepare for rationing into the fall and
winter, which seems almost certain to put
additional upward pressure on prices and strains
on supply chains. If Germany experiences a
recession as a result, the effects could be felt
across Europe and globally.4
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The MSCI ACWI captures large and mid-cap representation across 23 Developed Markets (DM) and 27 Emerging
Markets (EM) countries. With 2,986 constituents, the index covers approximately 85% of the global investable
equity opportunity set. An investor cannot invest directly in an index. The volatility of the benchmark may be
materially different from the individual performance obtained by a specific investor.
The MSCI UK All Cap Index captures large, mid, small and micro-cap representation of the UK market. With 819
constituents, the index is comprehensive, covering approximately 99% of the UK equity universe. An investor
cannot invest directly in an index. The volatility of the benchmark may be materially different from the individual
performance obtained by a specific investor.
The Russell 1000 Value Index is a well-known, unmanaged index of the prices of 1000 large-company value
common stocks selected by Russell. The Russell 1000 Value Index assumes reinvestment of dividends but does
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stocks, selected by Russell. The Russell 2000 Index assumes reinvestment of dividends but does not reflect
advisory fees. An investor cannot invest directly in an index. The volatility of the benchmark may be materially
different from the individual performance obtained by a specific investor.
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